WELCOME
I'M RAELYN TAN, YOUR EPIC ACTION BIZ MENTOR
Let's skip the fluff and dive straight into a severely under-rated way to get
traffic. It's great to get obsessed with complex stuff like SEO, FB Ads and the
other 101 ways to reach people. But have you
ever thought deeply about.. WHERE YOUR TRIBE *currently* HANGS OUT AT?
Disclaimer: This is a long-term strategy, not a get rich quick type of strategy.
But it pays off greatly if done correctly. I suggest using this in conjunction with
paid ads.

1. Many small business
owners..

2. Start seeing real people
as statistics: subscribers,
conversions, sales..

3. Newsflash: They are
real people!

4. It's REALLY as simple as
thinking about where your
ideal customers hangs out at..

5. Going there and
giving them what they
are looking for...

6. Go hang out with them,
after awhile they will come
join your tribe for more.

AINT NOBODY GOT TIME FOR YOUR OPTIN. PROMOTION ISN'T ALWAYS ALLOWED.
BUT HELPING & GIVING VALUE NEVER GETS OLD AND ALWAYS WORKS.
P.S If you don't know who you're helping and what value you can provide you don't
have a biz.
Start making PERSONAL connections, unless you have a huge business.

Epic Action Thinking Time

Where do they hang
out in spades?

Click to write your answers here:

Fb groups, forums, twitter pages etc
*make sure it's a space where people can
remember you after awhile. *Find the
communities!* The more anti promotional the
better as people will pay attention to you.
I know, it's so counter intuitive.
Click to write your answers here:

What problems do
they have?
Click to write your answers here:

How can you help?
(post a video, blog post, give advice
directly about xyz topics etc) - it can
be something you already have; just
don't breach any community rules)

How do you get this
value to them?

Click to write your answers here:

(comment, make helpful
facebook posts? etc)

If you're having problems with this, you have a
problem: even with paid ads, you're doing the same
thing (giving value) but you're paying to get in front
of them faster!

In Summary
Calm Yourself
Stop running about like a
headless chicken. Start
thinking hard, where does
loads of your ideal clients
hang out at?

STEP
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02
The Ideation

What can you create (or
already have) that can help
them?
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04

Done! Time to party
and celebrate! And now,
SCALE IT UP. TADA.

What problems do they
have?

STEP
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The Delivery

The Research

STEP

05

The Production
Give it freely. How exactly
will you execute it?

This may sound

VALUE AND "DUH"
but it's really powerful if you think deeply about
it and strategize.
Have you joined our awesome Facebook
mastermind group, Epic Dreamers Action Takers,
yet? Click here if you haven't.

